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ABSTRACT
The multi –use physiotherapy table having combination of traction and tilt  form with additional features of adjustable
height and 3600 rotation so that table can be use for cervical and lumber traction without changing the patient position
due to rotational platform. The tilt top can be useful for other treatments which required tilt posture of patients available
on same table. The additional  feature of traction angle provide therapist to change or adjust the angle in coordination
with table top for providing resultant load to optimize the treatment process .
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INTRODUCTION
The traction table for Physiotherapy treatment comprises provision for cervical and lumber traction without
disturbing patients .The table top divided in three parts with belts to maintain the position of the patient while
pulling stoke, whereas moving side wedge are provided on both side of table to support and hold during
traction also to maintain proper position of patient head a ergonomically design cushion to rest the patient
head during stretching stoke.
The table top can rotated through an angle 3600, so that same arrangement of Electronic traction machine will
be used for patient without any patient movement for cervical and lumber traction, if required. The traction
angle and table height can be adjustable.The electronic traction machine(ETM) mounted on the platform can
move in upward and downward direction so that proper angle can be adjusted in coordination with traction
table top due to flexibility in table height for proper resultant load applied and hence optimization in treatment
can be possible. The ETM resting platform can be detached from table when not required.

Fig 1 Traction table top in horizontal position.
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BACKGROUND OF RESEARCH
Traditionally the machines / tools available for Physiotherapy treatment of patients are used for specific
treatment hence there is a need to integrate them for better health care services. Mechanical traction works to
relieve the discomfort generated by any of the above sources of neck and low back pain. Traction machines
apply a prolonged force in a direction parallel to the spine. Over time, this force causes the soft tissues to relax
and the muscles, ligaments and joint capsules are stretched. This allows the vertebrae and the facet joints to be
to be separated from one another to relieve the pain caused by unequal force distribution, tight surrounding
structures like capsules and ligaments and reduce pinching on internal structures like the menisci. Also,
mechanical traction increases the space within the intervertebral foramen to reduce irritation on the nerve
roots. Finally, separating the vertebrae relieves the pressure off a herniated disc, allows nourishment to flow
into the disc and may help it travel back to its original location. Therefore, mechanical traction works to
improve the mobility of the spine and reduces the pain associated with changes within the vertebrae, discs,
nerves or facet joints. The Present Traction table is portable, Simplicity of Structure and Assembly, Minimal
space required (both for use and storage); andAffordability.

METHODOLOGY
The basic concept of this model is premised on the conviction that health is best understood in terms of a
combination of biological, psychological and social factors rather than purely in biological terms. Unlike the
biomedical model in which every disease process is explained in terms of underlying deviation from normal
functions due to injury, pathogen, genetic or developmental abnormality, the bio psychosocial model
emphasizes the treatment of disease processes, taking into consideration biological, psychological and social
influences upon a patient's functioning.

Fig 2Tilt table top by an angle 900

Figure 3 Substantial parts of traction table
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RESULT
The Techno -economic multioperational physiotherapy table is combination of traction and tilt table on which
of lumber, cervical, and  tilt table operation are possible effectively and efficiently, without moving the patient
from one table to another. The object of the present physical therapy table is to incorporate mechanical means
for simultaneously effecting dynamic traction for suspension of different portion of the human body and
where in the force of the traction may differ from that of the suspension.
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